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Introduction 
(i) Let X be a quasi-projective, connected variety over a separably closed field 
k and let Y be a closed subset containing the singular locus and which is contained 
in an open affine of X. Let CH”(X, Y) be the relative Chow group of codimen- 
sion-n cycles on X which miss Y, modulo rational equivalence given on codimen- 
sion-(n - 1) cycles missing Y (see 113, 141). Let .CH”(X, Y) denote the subgroup 
of order-v cycles. The present paper is devoted to proving the following results: 
Theorem A. (Finiteness of torsion O-cycles.) Let X and Y be as above. Assume 
that dim X = n > 2 and let v be a positive integer with (char(k), v) = 1. Then 
“CH”(X, Y) is finite and CH”(X, Y) is torsion free prime-to-char(k) when X is 
ajj‘ine. 
(ii) The case of codimension-two cycles is treated in [5] only in the case of 
isolated singularities. For any surface X we know (see [13, 91) that SK,,(X) = 
N’(X, K,) = CH,,(X), the Chow group of Levine and Weibel (see [ll]). 
We say X is a surface with ordinary multiple curves if it is reduced, quasiprojec- 
tive and is obtained as a pushout of a smooth surface along a finite surjective 
morphism of l-dimensional reduced subschemes (see [8, Section 41 or Section 2 of 
the present paper). Examples of such surfaces are seminormal surfaces with 
smooth normalization and in particular the glueing surfaces of Pedrini (12, p. 51. 
With these assumptions we have the following: 
Theorem A’. Let X be a surface over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
zero with ordinary multiple curves. Then the group “CH,,(X) is jinite. 
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(iii) As is proved in [13], if X is a surface and Y is a finite set of points, Bloch’s 
formula holds, i.e. CH’(X, Y) = H’(X, K2). In [14] it is proven that Bloch’s 
formula holds module torsion for varieties with isolated singularities in any 
dimension. As a consequence of Theorem A, [14] and [l]. we have the following: 
Corollary A”. (Bloch’s formula.) Let X be a quasi-projective variety with isolated 
singularities, of dimension n 2 2, over a separably closed field k such that either 
char(k) = 0 or char(k) 2 n. Then for any finite set of closed points Y containing the 
sing&r locus, the map 
,!3” : CH”(X, Y)-+ H”(X, K,,) 
is an isogeny (i.e. surjective with finite kernel). Furthermore, if X is afine, p” is an 
isomorphism (hence the group N”(X, K,,) IS uniquely divisible prime-to-char(k)). 
At least in the hypothesis of Corollary A”, using Theorem A it is easy to see 
that “H”(X, K,,) is finite (see Remark 3.4). 
Notations 
For A an abelian group, v a positive integer, we will denote by L,A and A/u 
respectively the kernel and the cokernel of multiplication by v,. 
For k a separably or algebraically closed field, char(k) is the characteristic of k. 
For X a quasi-projective, connected and reduced variety over a base field k, 
Sing(X) is its singular locus. 
Essentially of finite type means that locally is a localization of a finitely 
generated k-algebra. 
For Y a closed subset of X such that Sing(X) C Y, there exists an affine open of 
X containing Y, Y contains no component of X. 
For k a field, v a positive integer, pU denotes the etale sheaf of vth roots of 
unity; for r a positive integer prr = pU 8. . .C$ p,, (r times), pf” = Z/V. These 
&tale sheaves define &tale cohomology groups which we denote H*(X,,, pr’). We 
denote by H;*,(X,,, pFr) the smooth Ctale cohomology, i.e. the colimit of 
H;(X,,, py’) (&tale cohomology groups of pFr with support on Z) over the 
closed Z C X such that Z misses Y. 
For X and Y as above, X’ (resp. Xi) will denote the set of codimension-i points 
of X (resp. codimension-i points of X whose closure misses Y); for x E X we let 
k(x) be the residue field at x. We denote by H”(k(x), pyr) the Galois cohomolo- 
gy of k(x). 
For X and Y as above, CH”(X, Y) is defined to be the cokernel of the 
following divisor map: 
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For a quasi-projective surface, CH,,(X) is the free abelian group on the smooth 
points of X, modulo relations of the form div(f), where f is in k(D)* for some 
Cartier curve (see [ll, 1.21) D on X relative to Sing(X). 
For X a scheme, p and r positive integers, K,, H$( pFr), H,,,( pFr) denotes 
respectively the Zariski sheaves on X associated to the presheaves U+ K,(U) 
(the Quillen K-group functor), H”(U,,, p:‘) and Hr,,,( U,, , py’); cohomology 
with values in this sheaves is always Zariski cohomology. 
1. Proof of Theorem A 
Let X be a quasi-projective variety over a separably closed field k, Y a closed 
containing the singular locus. Then it is shown in [l, 2.71 that there is a spectral 
sequence 
where H,*,(X,,, pFr) are the smooth &ale cohomology groups (see [l, 2.31). The 
complex of E, -terms gives a flasque resolution (see [l, 2.91) 
+ u i,H’(k(x), /.L,,)* u i,H”(k(x), Z/v)+0 
*EX’I-’ IrEX’! 
(2) 
where H*(k(x), py*) = K,(k(x))/v by Merkurev-Suslin, H’(k(x), p,) = k(x)* iv 
by Hilbert’s theorem 90 and H”(k(x), Z/v) = Z/v. 
Lemma 1.1. There is a map 
for every p 2 2 and all v prime to char(k). Kf p = dim X, then the map above is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. We have that 
Ef.q zz 0 if q = O,l, all p , 
E;.q=WP(X,Hym)=O if p>q-1 and qz2. 
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Hence we have the map 
We recall [l, 2.5 and 2.16.a], where it is shown that there is an exact sequence 
of sheaves as follows, 
where X, is the affine localized scheme at Y, i.e. if Spec A contains Y = V(I), 
then X, = Spec(A ,+,), and j : X,-+ X is the inclusion. 
Since the base field is separably closed, for v prime to char(k), we have that 
HY = 0 if 4 2 dim X + 1 and by the exactness of (3) that Hz,,, = 0 if 4 1 dim X + 2. 
Hence by (2) and the above spectral sequence, if p = dim X, the map in 
Lemma 1.1 is an isomorphism. 0 
Moreover, we do have a ‘weak Lefschetz formula’. 
Lemma 1.2. The canonical map 
is an isomorphism if * > dim X + 1 and a surjection if * = dim X + 1 
Proof. By [l, 2.41 there is a long exact sequence 
- H’(X,, pF’)+ H$(X,,, PF’) 
where H’(X,, pfr) = lim H’(UG,, p:‘), the limit being taken over affine open in 
X which contains Y. Since k is separably closed and X is locally of cohomological 
dimension cdim X, we have that H’(X,, pfr) = 0 if i > dim X. 
The assertion follows by the exactness of the above sequence. 0 
Hence. if n = dim X > 2, then we have isomorphisms 
In order to prove the finiteness of I,CH”(X, Y) we follow the program of [6]. 
Lemma 1.3. There is a surjective map 
HP-‘(X, H(‘,“( py)) + “CH”(X, Y) 
for every p > 2. 
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Proof. In fact, we have the following commutative diagram: 
The top complex is the Gersten-Quillen resolution in [13, 3.11 while the lower 
one is the complex of global sections in (2); R is the surjective residue symbol 
map given by Merkurjev-Suslin, while the two other vertical maps are the natural 
projections. Since all the closed sets involved are contained in the smooth locus of 
X the commutativity follows by that in the nonsingular case. 
The definition of the map in Lemma 1.3 follows by diagram chase (see [6, p. 
7671) once we observe that 
HP-‘(X, Hf,+‘( py)) = Ker div,,/Im T,, , (6) 
which is a consequence of the flasque resolution (2). 17 
Now resuming Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, we have the diagram 
(7) 
for every p > 2 and v prime to char(k). Hence by (4), if p = II = dim X> 2, we 
get a surjection 
HI'"-'(x,,, /_L;“)-;H .CH”(X, Y) (8) 
which gives the desired claim of Theorem A. In fact, it suffices to observe that the 
&ale cohomology group N2n~1(X~t, p:“) vanishes when X is affine, with the 
above assumptions, and it is finitely generated in the other cases considered. I7 
2. Proof of Theorem A’ 
Let X be a reduced, quasiprojective surface over a field k, 2 a normal surface 
and D g X, fi $ x reduced subschemes of dimension at most one. 
We assume that we have a glueing square [8, Section 41, 
L. Uaralerl vlale 
_ 
D’X 
P’ ! I I’ 
D-X 
(9) 
i.e. a cocartesian square where the map p is finite surjective, p’ is the restriction 
of p to fi and i,i’ are closed immersions (see [13, 81). 
If X is smooth we say that X has ordinary multiple curves. 
With this notation we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1 (‘Mayer-Vietoris’). Let X, 2, D and fi be as in the glueing square 
(9). Then there is the following exact sequence: 
H’(X, KZ) -% H’(D,K?)W~‘(X,K~)A H’@, K,) 
2 H2(X, K2) --% HZ@, K?)+O. 
Proof. The same proof of Gillet in [S] also applies here (see also [13, 7.51); the 
only difference is that X is normal (not necessarily smooth!). So we have to show 
that R’p*K, = 0 for i # 0. The stalk of Rp,,K, at x E X is the K,-cohomology of a 
semilocal 2-dimensional normal domain essentially of finite type over a field: 
hence it vanishes by [13, 6.51. 0 
Now in order to prove the finiteness of ,,CH,,(X) (for X with ordinary multiple 
curves) using Bloch’s formula [9] it remains to show that ,,H’(X, K?) is finite. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2. If x is smooth and k is separably (algebraically) closed, then 
“H’(X, K2) and H’(_%, K,)/v are finite. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the Suslin exact sequence [17, 4.41 
since the middle group is finite. i? 
By Theorem 2.1 we have the following exact sequences: 
04Im P-,H’(X,K2)4H2(X,KZ)~0, (10) 
(11) 
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Assuming 2 smooth, by Lemma 2.2 and (10) it suffices to prove that Jm p is 
finite. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a reduced algebraic curve over an algebraically closed field k 
of characteristic zero. Then H’(C, K,)/v =0 and ,,H’(C, K2) is finite for any 
positive integer V. 
Proof. Let C be the normalization of C and S 2 X, s (J C the artinian subschemes 
determined by the conductor. By the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence [13, 8.61 we 
have 
K,(C)@ K,(S)+ K2(+H1(C, K2)- N’(C, K?)*O, (12) 
where K,(S) and K,(S) are uniquely divisible (this is a consequence of a theorem 
of Bloch [2, 0.11, see also [12, 2.11). S’ mce C is smooth by the Suslin exact 
sequence (17, 4.41 (cf. lemma 2.2) H’(C, K2) is divisible and “H’(C, K,) is finite. 
Hence H’(C, K2) is divisible. To end the proof it suffices to see that Kz(c)Iu is 
finite. The Brown-Gersten spectral sequence gives the following exact sequence, 
O* H’(C, K3)+ K2(C)* H”(C, K2)+0, 
where the group on the left is divisible because it is a quotient of the direct sum 
over the closed points x of K,(k(x)). h ence K?(C)IV L- H”(C, K2)/v which is a 
subgroup of the finite group H’(C,,, pTZ) by a theorem of Suslin [17, 4.41. q 
By the snake lemma and (11) we have an exact sequence 
,,H’(D, K,)+ ,Im /3- Im y/v-+ H’(D, K,)/v , (13) 
where with the assumptions in Theorem A’, fi satisfies the hypothesis in Lemma 
2.3; hence the left-most term in (13) is finite and the right-most one is zero. Now 
by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have that Im y/u is finite, hence “Irn p is finite which 
proves Theorem A’. 0 
Coda 
Let T be a scheme. Let K,(T; Z/V) denote the K-theory of T with coefficients 
in Z/v (see, e.g., [16, 1.21). If we let Kf’(T;Z/v) be the Ctale (or topological or 
localized algebraic) K-theory (see [18]), then we have the following: 
Proposition 2.4. Let T be a smooth curve over an algebraically closed field k. Then 
K,(T;Zlv)= K;‘(T;Zlv) 
which is finite. 
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Proof. Consider the Dwyer-Friedlander spectral 
4.11) 
sequence (see [16, 1.31 or [18, 
E:“ -?r = N”( T&,, /A?‘) 
EiJ.4 = 0 if q is odd 
=$ K:,,_,(T; Z/v) . 
? 
If T has etale cohomological dimension 52, we get an exact sequence as follows: 
O- H’(T,,, pr’)-) KEt(T; Z/v)+ H”(T, Z/v)*0 (14) 
By (14) and finiteness of Ctale cohomology we do have the finiteness of 
K;‘(T; Z/v) (cf. [18, 4.41). 
We will show the isomorphism K,(T; Z/v) = Kr’(T; Z/v) following the frame- 
work of [16, 3.11. Assume T is irreducible; let k(T) be the function field. We have 
maps between localization exact sequences 








where the vertical maps are those that have been introduced by Dwyer and 
Friedlander (see [IX]). Now, K,(k(T); Z/v)-+ KS’(k(T); Z/v) is a surjection by 
[7, 2.41, so we are left to show that K,(F; Z/v) = K:‘(F; Z/v) for F = k(r),k(T). 
We have the following diagram with exact rows, 
0 -K,(F) iv- K,(F; Z iv) 
1 
R 





N”(F, Z iv) - 0 
where the bottom exact sequence is (14), R is the residue symbol and it is an 
isomorphism by Merkurjev-Suslin; furthermore, y K, (F) = H”(F, .Z iv) = Z lv. 
Hence the middle vertical map is an isomorphism as desired. (Note: since F has 
&tale cohomological dimension 5 1, we have K,(F; Z/v) = Kf’(F; Z/v) = Z/v.) 
0 
Since K,(T) iv is a subgroup of K,(T; Z/v), from Proposition 2.4 one can 
obtain an alternative proof of the finiteness of K,(T)/v (cf. the end of the proof 
of Lemma 2.3). 
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3. Bloch’s formula 
We will give in this section the proof of Corollary A”. 
We assume X, of dimension ~12 2, quasiprojective essentially of finite type over 
a separably closed base field k. We assume that X has only finitely many singular 
points; P will denote a singular point. 
We recall that in [13, Section 51 a resolution of K,, (n = dim X) is given as 
follows: 
where the coproduct over P < x, means the direct sum over the singular points P 
and codimension-i points such that P E {X,} (see (13, Section 51 for details). 
With the same notation as above we have the following: 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be as above. Then there is a resolution 
Proof (hint). The same arguments of [13, Section 51 and [l, 3.61 also apply here 
once we establish the existence of a complex of Bloch-Ogus type (see [l, Section 
11). In fact, (16) is built up from the Bloch-Ogus complex on X and that on the 
local rings ox,; the exactness, at a smooth point, follows from the main theorem 
of Bloch-Ogus (see [l, 1.21) while, at any singular point P, it follows from the 
definition of the differentials (cf. [13, top of p. 3571). The existence of the 
Bloch-Ogus complex is guaranteed because of our hypothesis we can assume that 
for every x E X’ there exist a nonempty smooth open in {X} (cf. [l]). 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let X be as above. If n = dim X 2 2, then 
H”(X, K,,) iv = H”(X, H;,( ,u~“)) 
for any positive integer u with (char(k), V) = 1. 
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Proof. Reducing (15) modulo v and using Proposition 3.1 we need only check 
commutativity of the following diagram: 
LI H’(W), FL>)@ LI H’(m), P?‘)~ LI Z/v@ JJ H’(W)> P,,) 
l@Tx”-I I’, l,, -2 rtx; I’~.%,, I 
the vertical isomorphisms being given by Merkurev-Suslin and Hilbert’s 90, 
T(f, {a, b}) = (diva(f), Tame{a, b} -f). 0 ne can check on stalks. At a smooth 
point it follows from [6, pas no. 1, p. 768) (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.3). At a 
singular point P we have to check that: if we are given S = {X}, x E 0>:,?, and C 
an irreducible curve on S through P, then the following diagram commutes: 
jqk(,s)) /v, k(C)* lv 
I II 
Since Tame,,,, is the Tame symbol [4, Section 11 (obtained using the discrete 
valuations associated with the normalization of the local ring of C on S) the 
commutativity of the above has been established by Bloch (see [4, 2.31). 
Now the group H”(X, Hi,( pr”)) is the cokernel of the reduction mod v of the 
ending differential (on the global sections) in (15); hence the assertion. 0 
Remark 3.3. Let X be a quasiprojective variety of dimension II. We recall [l, 
3.91, where the following formula 
CH”(X, Y) iv = H”(X, H:‘,( py”)) (17) 
has been proved for any v prime to char(k). 
If X has isolated singularities, then as a consequence of Corollary 3.2 and (17) 
we do have an isomorphism 
CH”(X, Y) iv = H”(X, K,,) iv . (18) 
This is indeed the reduction modulo v of the natural map p” in (19) below 
Proof of Corollary A”. By [13, 4.21 we have the following exact sequence, 
H”-‘(xy, K,,)+ CH”(X, Y+ H”(X, K,,)+ H”(X,, K,,)* 0 3 
(19) 
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where Y is a finite set of closed points of X containing Sing(X), X, is a semilocal 
affine scheme essentially of finite type (cf. Section 1). 
By [14] we know that ker /3”, coker p” are torsion groups. More precisely, 
ker p” and coker /3” are killed by a power of (n - l)! (see [14, 0.11). If either 
char(k) = 0 or char(k) 2 y1 = dim X, then there is a positive integer v prime to 
char(k) such that Vker p” = vcoker p” = 0. Hence ker /3” C “CH’(X, Y) which is 
finite by Theorem A. Furthermore, by (19) we have coker p” = H”(X,, K,,); 
hence 
coker p”/u = H’l(Xy, Hz,( p:‘)) = H*“(X,, pFn) , (20) 
where the first isomorphism is given by Corollary 3.2 while the second is given by 
the Leray spectral sequence associated with the change of site (cf. [l, 3.l.c, 
3.9.b]). Now the right-most group in (20) vanishes (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.2). 
Hence p” is surjective with finite kernel as claimed. 
If moreover X is affine, .CH”(X, Y) = 0 by Theorem A, hence ker /3” = 0 and 
p” is an isomorphism; finally, in the affine case, it is known that CH”(X, Y) is 
divisible prime-to-char(k) (see [ 1, 3.111) and so is H”(X, K,,). 0 
Remark 3.4. Let X and k be as in Corollary A”. We can write (19) as follows: 
O-+ finite group+ CH”(X, Y)z H”(X, K,)* 0 . 
Hence for any v prime to char(k) we have an exact sequence 
O-+ y (finite group) -+ CH”(X, Y)+ J”(X, K,,) 
+ (finite group)lv+ 0 , (21) 
where the zero on the right is given by Remark 3.3. 
Now (21) and Theorem A show that .H”(X, K,,) is finite. 
Open questions 
For X smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed field k and t a 
prime number with e f char(k), Bloch in [3] has constructed a map 
A” : CH”(X)(__-$ HZn-‘(X6,, Q/Z,(n)) 
and has given a proof of Roitman’s theorem, i.e. A” is an isomorphism for 
O-cycles (n = dim X). A similar result is given in [lo] (see also [5, Section 21) for 
X with isolated singularities and CH”(X, Y). The construction of A in [3, Section 
21 is closely related to the construction of diagram (7); it seems natural to do the 
following: 
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Question 1. Taking v = 4’” in (7) and the direct limit over the powers of e, does 
(7) factor with a map h; : CH”(X, Y)(_,,,,+ HZ”-‘(Xet, QP,/Z,(n))? 
Is A; = A” when Y is empty, i.e. X is smooth? 
Is A; an isomorphism for O-cycles? 
Does h; factor as 
Recently, for X normal and proper of dimension y1 over an algebraically closed 
field, Saito [15] has shown an isomorphism (e # char(k)), 
where A,,(X) is the subgroup of CH”(X) of O-cycles of degree zero and 
H,(X,,, -) is &ale homology. If X is smooth, then the above isomorphism is the 
Poincare dual of the Roitman’s isomorphism; but, also if X is not smooth, the 
relations between Question 1 and Saito’s result looks rather promising. 
As for Bloch’s formula it is reasonable to conjecture that the finite kernel of /3” 
will actually be zero! 
Indeed, assume that X is of dimension II with isolated singularities and 
Question 1 has an affirmative answer for X. Then we have that the isomorphism 
A’$ forces /3” to be injective: ker fl” is torsion; but ker p’)~,,,,, = 0. 
From a different point of view: 
Question 2. For X essentially of finite type (with isolated singularities) of dimen- 
sion n, is N”-’ (X, K,,) iv a subgroup of H”-’ (X, Hz,( py)), (v, char(k)) = 1 (cf. 
the diagram in [3, Section 5, bottom of p. 1261 for X smooth)? 
An affirmative answer to Question 2 implies the finiteness of H”-‘(X, K,,) lv; in 
fact, over a separably closed field, by [l, 3.l.c] we do have a surjective map 
H2"-'(Xit, p:") -w H"-'(X, H:,( p:“)). Furthermore, assuming Question 2 we 
do get the vanishing of H"-'(X,, K,,) iv (since Hz"-'(X,, F:") is zero!) and by 
exactly the same argument of Section 3 we find that H"-'(X,, K,,) must be zero. 
By the exactness of (16) we conclude (assuming Question 2) that p” is an 
isomorphism. 
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